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The frequency rate decreases once the deviation has passed through zero. At some point the rate will become small enough that the loop could hold track-if it were already locked. But the loop will not be locked at that point. The VCO frequency is determined by the integrator, which stayed near zero when there was little dc output from the phase detector, while the signal frequency has followed the modulation. There is now a substantial frequency discrepancy between VCO and signal and that discrepancy increases, at least up to the peak of the modulation cycle. That frequency difference is large enough to prevent rapid relocking.
Past the modulation peak, the modulation frequency turns around and starts moving back towards that of the VCO. If it were to move slowly enough, the loop would lock up when the two frequencies came into coincidence. But, because the modulation is sinusoidal, the rate of change of frequency increases so that, when the two frequencies coincide, the rate of change is excessive and the loop is incapable of locking.
And so it goes. Whenever the frequency rate is small enough, the frequency difference is too large for rapid locking and whenever the frequency difference is small, the frequency rate is too large. As a result, the loop can never lock at any point in the cycle. That is why one observes a complete breakup of tracking in the second order PLL, rather than the isolated spikes seen in the first order loop.
If an nth-order PLL is subjected to a frequency modulated signal (whose modulation frequency is small compared to the loop bandwidth) then the peak phase error occurs at the peak of the ( n -1)th derivative of the modulation. If the modulation is sinusoidal and n is odd then the error peak will coincide with the modulation peak. That raises the possibility and oddorder PLLs will exhibit isolated spikes as seen in the first order loop, rather than the breakup seen in the second order PLL.
INTRODUCTION
The problem of finding the frequency spectrum of a sinusoidal carrier whose frequency is modulated by a periodic signal is a relatively old one.
The results for sinusoidal and square wave modulation are well known. For complex modulating signals, one generally starts by seeking an analytic solution for the integral expressions for the Fourier coefficients. Another common approach is to search for a series expansion for the related complex exponential. In general the problem is a difficult one and few cases in which analytic solutions are possible are known. When an analytic solution does not seem possible, one resorts to various numerical techniques for evaluating the Fourier coefficients of the modulated carrier.
In general, the technique of solution for each modulating signal ends up being specifically useful only for that particular signal.
In this paper we present a general technique which is suitable for all types of periodic modulating signals.
THE FM EQUATION
The FM equation [ To obtain information about the spectral properties of the FM signal u ( t ) , we transform eq. (1) into the frequency domain and obtain the following second order convolution equation and wi(t) respectively. Equation In the remainder of this paper we wiil be concerned with
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The double convolution equation (7) does not appear to belong to any of the various types of equations extensively studied in mathematics literature. The technique we have developed for the solution of (7), when the modulating signal f(t) is periodic, will be presented in the following [ 
51.
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(13) Without any loss of generality, we assume that the modu- (6) is periodic with period 2n s.
Since f(t) is periodic, with fundafiental radian frequency For the equality in (1 3) to be true, the coefficients of each of the impulse terms in (1 3) must separately be equal to zero. These coefficients are linear equations in terms of Ap's, with m 1 n wo a parameter, in terms of a finite number of terms in its Fourier series, clearly ~( w )
terms in its Fourier series representation. If f(t) is expressible this assumption does not imply an approximation. Otherwise, the approximation error may be reduced to negligible levels by a suitably large choice o f N MAX. Furthermore, we assume that a finite number of terms in
. (10) the spectrum of the modulated carrier are significant. That is,
Taking the Fourier transform of (6) and substituting (9)
This is not strictly true when the carrier frequency and moduSubstituting (1 0 ) into (71, we obtain after Some simplification lating signal fundamental frequency are close to each other and, are not the following infinite order difference equation with varying related by an integer factor. Such cases must be treated separately.
we assume that A,'s for I P I > P MAX are of negligible magnitude. By choosing P MAX suitably large, one may obtain any degree of accuracy for side-band amplitudes. Hence this assumption too is not restrictive.
As a third assumption we assume that oo > P MAX, which clearly is also nonrestrictive. Another point is that, since we assume oo to be sufficiently large so that the positive and negative frequency spectra do not over lap, the V"(w) and T ( w ) terms in (1 2) must each satisfy eq. (1 1). Thus we need only consider V " ( o ) .
With these assumptions, eq. (1 3) may now be written as
p=-P MAX When we equate the coefficients of the impulse terms in (14) Thus, the equations equating impulse term coefficients to zero from (14) As stated previously, P MAX may be chosen sufficiently large to give any accuracy desired, provided numerical limitations due to the computer word size are not encountered. However, in practice, knowing the FM spectrum side-band amplitudes to an accuracy of about (unmodulated carrier amplitude = 1.0) is generally sufficient. It is thus convenient to define a Carson's rule multiplying factor 'k' and choose P MAX according t o P MAX = k(/3 -I-1). As a result of literally hundreds of computer runs, we have found that k = 2, 3, or 4 is sufficient for almost all possible modulating waveforms that could be of interest. As seen in Fig.  1 To illustrate some of the results obtained with the technique introduced in this paper, in Table 1 we give the sideband amplitudes for the 18 signals shown in Fig. 1 . For /3= 1 five side-bands, for p = 5 thirteen side-bands on each side of the carrier oo are given. F M spectrum information for most of these signals is not available elsewhere. Finally, in Fig. 2 we give the FM spectra for some of the modulating signals in graphical form.
CONCLUSION
A new technique for finding the spectrum of a sinusoidal carrier frequency modulated by any periodic signal is presented. The technique reduces the FM spectrum problem to the simultaneous solution of linear equations in which sideband amplitudes are the unknowns.
As such, it is easily and speedily implemented with a simple program on any standard computer. The modulating signal is entered into the program in terms of its Fourier coefficients, which is usually both desirable and convenient.
Although this paper has presented the technique based on the frequency domain version of the FM equation, it is also possible to arrive at the same method of solution of the FM spectrum problem by using time domain techniques, e.g.
writing u ( t ) and wi(t) as series of complex exponentials. However, this approach is somewhat more involved. An interesting area of work is the problem of solving (7) for continuous modulating spectra, i.e. for deterministic finite energy signals. Althoughsuch results would probably be mainly of theoretical interest, they could lead to interesting insights. For example, it might be possible to find the exact spectrum when the modulating signal has a spectrum of the form where k is a positive real constant through an iterative technique using ( 
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MARTIN NESENBERGS
Absrrucr-This note is Concerned with the number of all distinct networks, also called connected graphs, or Cayley, or linear graphs that are possible for n given nodes. Since for any practical number of nodes an explicit enumeration appears difficult, if not impossible, we offer an improved lower bound that enables tight approximation for n reasonably large.
I. BACKGROUND
First, a few words on nomenclature. By a network we shall mean a connected graph that consists of nodes (points) and links (lines). The nodes are labeled, so that interchange of communications stations is not feasible without configuring a generally new network. The connected graphs are to be interpreted in the sense of Cayley [ 11 as simple linear bidirectional graphs. According to this, a tree, a star, or a loop network (graph) has its conventional topology.
It has been known for some time that the number of distinct tree networks is nn-2 for n > 2 nodes. An early proof was given by Cayley In communications one encounters other types of networks besides trees, such as the familiar loops, grids, ARPA multiloop types, and so forth. The common feature of all such networks is connectivity and a numerical value for n in the neighborhood of 100 or more. In this note we are concerned with the number; N(n), o f all possible and distinct connected networks that can be formed for n nodes. To our knowledge, a simple closed form expression for N ( n ) is lacking. The following is known. Furthermore, it has been shown by graph theorists that the disjoint graphs form a more and more insignificant fraction as n increases, and that asymptotically N ( n ) -2n("-1)/2 for large n [ 4-71 .
Attempts to find a lower bound for N(n) have also been made. Thus, it has been shown [ 7, Section 9.41 that 11. THE LOWER BOUND In this section we present a lower bound on N ( n ) that is considerably tighter for n 9 1. A lower bound on N ( n ) is the same as an upper bound on the number of disjoint graphs, namely on 2n(n-1)/2 -N ( n ) . Each disjoint graph for n 2 2 points has at least one cut that partitions that graph into two sub-graphs. These sub-graphs may be permitted to be arbitrarily connected or not. Let the two sub-graphs have j and n -j nodes, respectively, and assume 1 < j < n -j < n -1. or odd ( n = 2m + l), this type of partition must yield a strict inequality for the number of disjoint graphs:
where the partial bound N(n I j ) is defined for each j as Substitution of (3) into ( 2 ) yields a temporary bound on N(n), This lower bound is reasonably tractable for smaller n or with the aid of computing machines. By separately upper-bounding the summed entities in (4), namely (7) and 2-j("-j) , one can in fact deduce another bound that is nearly twice as tight as previously quoted in (1) .
To obtain an even better bound, return to the term N ( n 1 j ) defined in (3). The ratio of such successive terms is which happens to be less than or equal to unity for ali j in the interval 1 < j < m -1. One way to show this is to note that U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
